
Rules for Helping Outside-Only Cats Adjust To a New Home 

 

These rules are guidelines that need to be closely followed.  Please remember, unless you do this for a living (this is your 

profession), you are NOT the cat expert, regardless of how much you think you know about cats.  Your years of watching 

Jackson Galaxy and U-Tube videos doesn’t make you an expert.  These rules and guidelines have been refined over the 

years by people that have been focused on rescuing cats and placing them safely and successfully into homes and yards, 

and on ranches and farms for many years.  AND if you follow these guidelines closely, they can provide a nearly 100% 

success rate for:   retaining the cats in your yard; the cats removing the rodents; the cats’ survival for many years.   

Simply put, you are getting a cat to remove nuisance rodents from your property.  You must treat this cat kindly and 

provide it with the same respect, care, food and water, shelter and safety zones, that you would provide any other 

working animal on your property -- such as horses, dogs, chickens, cows, etc.   By, NOT providing your cat the essentials 

for a safe and healthy lifestyle, you will simply encourage the cat to leave your place in search of better home.  Cats 

don’t put up with disrespect.  They leave. 

 

Part 1 – Preparing For Your Cats and Helping Your Hunting Cats Learn To Like You While Confined 

Cats must be kept in some kind of very comfortable enclosure – they need to be completely restrained from wandering 

about the property – for 1 full month, at least 4 - 5 weeks.  The cats need to FORGET their previous home.  The transition 

process takes lots of time, and during this time you must give the cats NEW GOOD MEMORIES.  You want them to think 

that they are now living in heaven, and this is the best place they could ever be.  You need to be kind to them, give them 

plenty of good food, and fresh water, even treats, if you/they want.   

You must keep annoying dogs and annoying children and annoying people and other annoying animals away from them, 

including raccoons.  You must keep the cats safe from predators, loud obnoxious noises, or noisy machinery (AC units, 

pool pumps, machine tools and machine shops, etc).  The cats will be confined, so the last thing they need is to be 

tormented or harassed while confined.  If you allow any harassment or annoying events to happen, while the cats are 

still confined, then the cats will simply run away when released.   

You need to let the cats decompress from their ordeal at the shelter, or perhaps a bad home they came from, or the 

streets and back alleys they called home.  Be very kind and gentle with them and go through the transition process 

slowly.  They will be with you for years, so be sure to make the transition period comfortable and pleasant and peaceful.  

You want them to like you, and during the transition period, you get to convince them that you are a good person and 

that you will take good care of them.    

This is what you need to provide the cats for smooth and successful transition: 

1 A very comfortable enclosure to keep the cat in for 4-5 weeks – one full month – no cheating! 

A You can use a very comfortable cage – at least 3’ wide, by 4’ tall, by 2’ deep.  I can loan you a 

cage to transition your cat, for $30.  The cage must have: 

a a litter box in the bottom that gets cleaned out daily,  

b a midlevel lounging area for resting, observing the yard, and for eating food and drinking 

water.   

c a loft or hammock near the top for sleeping/hiding in complete privacy. 



d You must completely cover the cage with a sheet or light-weight blanket to make it 

secluded and private for the first few days.  Then, after a few days, if the cat seems 

comfortable enough, raise the blanket to just below the midlevel, so that it can view the 

back yard from the litterbox area.  Raise the blanket higher, after a few more days, to 

just above the lounging/eating area, so that the cat can now relax in the lounging/eating 

area while viewing the back yard.  Now it can begin learning the territory and the human 

and wildlife routines, including the routines the rodents follow.  Never uncover the 

sleeping area, the top area.  The cat must have a very private place that is hidden at all 

times, for comfort and to feel completely safe.   

B OR you could use a shed or garage that has a window, with a shelf that the cat can sit upon and 

view the yard that they will soon patrol.  The shed or garage must be kept closed at all times 

(except to let people in for feeding times).  It can’t get uncomfortably hot from the sun, nor be 

opened to let cars in and out, or for workers to get their tools.  It must be very quiet, with no 

busy humans, coming and going.  These cats are smart and will quickly learn they can slip out 

when someone opens the door.   The window must remain closed at all times.  OR, if you want 

the window open, you need to place some kind of sturdy wire netting over the screen.  A cat can 

easily shred a fly screen, and escape the enclosure.  The garage or shed must have: 

a A litter box that gets cleaned out daily 

b a comfortable place – not on the floor – for the cat to eat and drink and lounge 

c a window with a shelf so that the cat can watch the activities outdoors and learn about 

their new home, the routines, and creatures that live on the property.  The window 

must provide an excellent view of most of the area they will patrol.  If it doesn’t, then 

the shed will not be a good place to confine the cats during the transition phase. 

d a comfortable place to sleep, up high, and private. 

e No busy traffic from cars, people including children, pets, or workers.  It must be very 

quiet, with NO loud machines or irritating fans, toxic smells, or excessive heat or cold. 

2 Fresh food and water.  Please use cat food (not dog food or table scraps), and fresh water.  I recommend 

that you use decent cat food, not the cheapest junk on the market, since this lousy food will not keep 

your cat healthy, and often causes digestive and urinary tract disorders.  A mid to high quality food is 

best.  Please don’t let other animals take the food, so set it up away from dogs, raccoons, and birds, and 

keep ants and yellow jackets away by sprinkling diatomaceous earth around the feeding area. 

 

Part 2 – Releasing Your Hunting Cats and Helping Them Adjust To Your Property 

Once the cat has been confined for at least one month, you can open the bottom door on the cage, or open the door to 

the garage, and let the cat explore the yard.  Please don’t shoo or chase the cat out of the enclosure that they have been 

in for a month.  That’s just plain rude and cruel.  They will emerge when they are ready.  Here are the guidelines for 

releasing the cat. 

1 Leave the bottom door of the cage open, or the door on the garage (the door that leads to the back 

yard) open and let the cat discover the open door.  The cat will step out when it is ready to step out, not 

before.  It may take a few hours or a few days, depending on how the cat feels.  Again, don’t rush this 

step.   

A If you are worried about theft in your garage, then install a cat flap, in the door or wall of the 

garage that leads to the back yard.  When you release the cat, train the cat to use the flap: 



a Remove the flap off the cat doorway.  Once the cat is using the hole for a few weeks, 

put a soft, very flexible cloth flap on the door.  They will learn to paw and push their way 

through the cloth flap.  Once they are doing this, you can put the real flap back on the 

doorway, and watch them closely to make sure that they learned how to push the flap 

open and go through the opening.  If they still won’t use the flap, replace with the cloth 

flap for a few more weeks.  Then try again. 

b If the door won’t come off, then you can tape the door open, and once the cats are 

using the opening for a few weeks, you can hang a cloth over the opening.  When they 

have learned how to push their way past the cloth and through the hole, and have been 

doing this for a few weeks, then you can let the real door flap hang normally.   

c If you can hold the cat, let the cat get familiar with using the open hole (no flap) for a 

few weeks.  Then, you can let the flap down, and with a helper, pass the cat through the 

doorway, pushing open the flap when you do this.  You and your helper can gently guide 

the cat into pushing open the flap and going through the hole to the other side.  Then 

turn the cat around and pass the cat through in the other direction.  Gently show the cat 

how to go through the door way a few times and he will get the idea.   

d Don’t assume that the cat will know how to work a flap, most don’t -- they see the flap 

as a wall that can’t be moved.  Most cats need to be taught how to push open a flap. 

2 Let the cat explore the yard at his own pace.  Please don’t force him to explore by chasing him around 

the yard.  You can’t force a cat to get comfortable with their surroundings.  Cats can handle the 

exploring part just fine on their own, and interference from you will make them want to run away.  

Things that may happen when the cat is exploring your yard for the first few weeks. 

A The cat may vanish completely for a few days.  This is normal.  The cat may just be doing 

reconnaissance of your immediate neighborhood, checking to see where the danger zones are, 

and to get a feeling of the kind of neighborhood he is now living in.  He’s checking for other cats, 

other food sources, dogs, children, traffic, owls and places to hunt and lounge and safe zones 

and play areas, and dusting areas, and so on.  He’s getting familiar with the area and moving in 

and getting comfortable.  His territory doesn’t end at your fence or the road in front of your 

home.  He wants to get to know the other cats in your area.  There may be fights while this 

happens. 

B The cat may still spend a lot of time in the garage/shed or the transition cage.  That place was 

the cat’s home for a month or more.  It still is home.  Give the cat time to get used to the yard 

and settle into it – let him find a more preferable home base.  If you used a cage, follow these 

guidelines to help transition the cat to another location for food/water/sleeping area. 

a To help the cat find another place to eat and sleep outside of the cage, set up a feeding 

station and sleeping area in good safe and sheltered areas of the yard.  The 

eating/drinking area doesn’t need to be close to the sleeping area.  They could be in an 

open shed, on a back deck that is sheltered, but they must be somewhere the cat feels 

perfectly safe, so that the cat can sleep and eat privately and not fear ANY dangers.  

Also, remember that you need a place to put his food so that it won’t be taken by dogs, 

birds, or other critters even raccoons, or invaded by insects.  Also realize that the cat will 

need a comfortable sleeping area away from wind, sun, rain, extreme heat or cold, 

snow, and nosy dogs, children, etc.  The cat needs a safe sleeping area, up high, cozy 

and perfectly safe from any dangers or lousy weather or summer heat.  NO, a tree 

doesn’t work, but a cozy and comfy and secure tree house would work. 



b Be sure to continue feeding the cat in the cage, but also feed him at the new feeding 

station, too.  Once the cat discovers the new source of food, and he is visiting the new 

feeding station regularly, then you can stop putting food in the cage.   

c Of course a good supply of water should be easy to find and handy at all times outside 

of the cage, too. 

d Don’t close off the cage to force the cat to find the alternate source of food, water, or 

bed.  They will find it in good time, if you have chosen good safe locations for them.  If 

you close the cage before the cat is ready to stop using the resources it holds, the cat 

will get very stressed, frustrated, and that could make the cat seek a home elsewhere. 

e Once the cat is sleeping in the bed outside of the cage, and he is eating and drinking 

from the new feeding station, and has been doing this for a week or more, then it’s time 

to close up the cage.  If the cat doesn’t show signs of stress when the cage is closed to 

him, then you can remove the cage.  The cat doesn’t need or want it anymore.  Call me 

and I’ll get it, or we can make arrangements to meet somewhere to pick it up.  

f If you don’t provide a cozy, comfortable, high place for a cat to sleep, out of the heat, 

cold, rain, snow, wind, and away from loud noises and safe from the danger of 

predators, such as coyotes, dogs, owls, bobcats, and mean people or children, then the 

cat will search for this safe and comfortable haven on another property.  The cat may 

never return to hunt your rodents.   

C More rules on food and feeding the cat: 

a Don’t plan on restricting food when the cats are released.  Some people believe that 

starving cats, or restricting their food, will make them better hunters.  These are false 

rumors, made up by people that don’t understand cats.  Cats generally kill for pleasure.  

Starving cats are NOT good hunters.  They are hungry cats and they will leave your yard 

and search for a better home, a home that feeds them every day.   

b Not all cats eat their catches.   Some love to kill animals, but refuse to eat them, “YUCK!” 

c Don’t feed a cat raw/cooked human food (hamburger, chicken, etc).  Raw food can 

make the cats very very ill.  Cooked food is nice, but it doesn’t have all the nutrients that 

a cat needs, so the cat will become very unhealthy over time.  AND, store mice are NOT 

yummy.  Cats prefer the wild variety, if they like to eat what they catch.   

d To keep cats on your property, you need to feed them a good CAT FOOD daily (not dog 

food, not people food), and provide fresh water in a clean bowl at all times.   

 

Part 3 – Hunting Cats Get To Work By Keeping The Rodents Off Your Property 

Now that the cat is comfortable in your yard, eating and sleeping safely in the places you set up for it, the cat will get 

down to the hunting part (if it hasn’t already started).  Your cat will start making kills and/or driving the rodents off the 

property.  In fact, most of the rodents escaped your property the first day that the cat emerged from the transition cage 

or garage.  Here are some things you need to know and understand. 

1. Just the presence of a cat patrolling your yard will make most rodents move out of the yard.  The brave 

ones, and the stupid ones, may stay behind, or wander in, from time to time.  Those will be caught and 

killed or chased away by the cat, eventually.  You can be sure of it.   

2. The cat is a hunter and the rodents know this.  If you think all the rodents are gone, and the cat isn’t 

needed anymore, you are so wrong.  The cat’s scent on your property keeps the rodents away.  If you 



remove the cat, the rodents will return within a few weeks.  Then, you will quickly be back to a rodent 

infestation.  In case you were wondering ... when the cat was released, the rodents moved to your 

neighbors’ properties.  But, the rodents do prefer your place … without the cat. 

3. The cat is a hunter; nothing is sacred to the cat.  They will kill fluttering butterflies and hummingbirds, 

baby bunnies, silly squirrels, lazy lizards, and beautiful song birds, too.   

A. Some cats are instant killers, while other cats may play with their catches before they kill them.   

B. Don’t scold a cat for doing what nature makes it do.  If you can’t watch a cat play with its catch, 

then don’t.  Leave the area.  If you don’t approve of the “play before kill” part, then remove the 

prey from the cat and kill it yourself.  The poor critter may have fatal injuries, already.  If it’s not 

injured, and you release the catch, it will likely be caught by the cat again.  If you can’t handle 

this, then don’t get a cat.  Use a rodent trap instead.   

C. If you take the catch from the cat and release it, in full view of the cat, then the cat may stop 

hunting in your presence.  This may or may not be good.  It depends on the cat and how strongly 

it wants to please you.   

D. The cat may bring you its kills.  It’s feeding you, taking care of you, and treating you like a 

member of its colony.  It is caring for you the same way you are caring for him.  Say “Thank you” 

and eat the kill.  Just kidding.  When the cat isn’t watching, quietly dispose of the kill where the 

cat can’t possibly ever find it.   

4. Squirrels and birds are very difficult for a cat to catch.  However, other than pigeons and woodpeckers, 

these creatures are not that big of a nuisance.  So, please don’t worry about your cat putting that song 

sparrow flock on the endangered species list.  Your cat might be able to kill the stupid/careless birds 

(there are very very few of these birds in the wild), but the smart birds (the vast majority of wild birds) 

know how to avoid your cat and will survive.  This process is called natural selection and it actually helps 

to make the flock more predator savvy, and improves the flock’s overall chances for survival –  it does 

NOT make the flock endangered.  It helps to keep the flock healthy and strong. 

5. The cat is a hunter; it may not eat what it kills.  Some cats don’t like rodent meat, others will crave it.  

Who knows what your cat prefers to do?  You will find out soon enough.  But, remember, your goal is to 

get the rodents OUT of your yard, so the method the cat uses to remove rodents is up to the cat, and as 

long as the job gets done, you should have no worries.  But, you need to brace yourself for body parts, 

and be prepared to do occasional clean-up duty. 

 

Part 4 – Maintenance and Other Preventive Measures 

1. Controlling the parasites and minor bite wounds that your cat might pick up from their hunting 

A. Fleas, ticks, mites, lice – there are good flea products available on the market.  My favorite is 

“Stronghold”, from Australia.  It’s inexpensive and it’s identical to “Revolution” sold in the USA, but 

much cheaper, when purchased through “Pet Bucket” online.  It controls fleas, ticks, ear mites and other 

mites, chewing lice, some worms, and is incredibly safe, much safer than most other products.  If you 

can get close enough to the cat, it’s applied to the skin behind the head, on the cat’s neck.  If the cat 

likes to rub against your leg and you can pet the cat a bit, that’s enough contact to quickly apply the 

meds.  Once every 4-6 weeks during the spring, summer, fall.   

B. Another possible way to control fleas is by sprinkling diatomaceous earth in his dusting area.  Cats like to 

have a place to roll around in the dirt, and placing this powder in his dusting area will give him a flea 

treatment each time he rolls.  The powder is safe to cats but kills the fleas and other hard shelled 

parasites, such as ticks, lice, mites, ets. 



C. Worms—the most common ones can be controlled with “Drontal Worming Tabs for Cats”  Once a 

month, the correct dosage, crushed and added to some tuna or some other savory cat food.  If you can 

pill the cat – have fun!  The pill is pretty tasteless, so just smear it with some stinky soft food, first, 

before you pop it down their throat.  

D. Abscesses from bites – Fish Mox (amoxicillin, available at tropical fish stores) can be given to a cat with a 

minor abscess.  Or, take the cat to a vet if the wound seems severe.  Contact me if you would like more 

detailed advice, on how to catch your feral cat.  Better still, I can teach you how to prepare your feral cat 

for this situation, in advance, so that you can get the cat to the vet quickly, when injured. 

2. Protecting your cat from mean neighbors or from getting lost.   

A. Get your cat a collar and tag with your phone number on it.  People DO call that number when they find 

a lost animal. 

B. Get your cat microchipped so that if he gets lost, stolen, taken to a vet by a rescue, or a mean neighbor 

picks up your cat and takes him to an animal shelter, the facility will scan him for a microchip and find 

the number.  They will then contact you based on your information registered to the microchip number. 

C. Talk to your neighbors and make sure they will not interfere with your plans to use working cats to 

control rodents on your property and in your area of the neighborhood.  You need to be sure that they 

will NOT trap, shoot, or poison your cat.  Explain that the cat will likely make the rodents relocate, or kill 

the rodents, and this will make your neighborhood much more comfortable for all the residents, not just 

you.  Ask if they are using any poisons outdoors, and encourage them to use alternatives.  Most rodent 

poisons kill wildlife and domestic pets.  Raptors such as owls and hawks are among the most common 

victims of rodent poisons.  Also, be sure to explain to your neighbors that if there are any problems with 

your working cats, the best way to resolve the issue is to contact you, first, allowing you a fair chance at 

resolving the problem as the responsible owner.  (Just so you know, the typical way people remedy a 

nuisance cat is to trap and relocate … usually to the wilderness where there is little chance for the cat 

survive).  Remember to keep communication open and cooperative with your neighbors.  However, if 

the conflict reaches an impasse, please contact me for help.  Perhaps a swap of cats, with different 

personalities or roaming behaviors, will resolve the problem.  If no resolution can be achieved, I will 

remove the cats, which is a much better option than what neighbors may choose for them.    

3. Keeping the cat’s home comfortable and inviting 

Bedding needs to be washed, to remove parasites, dirt, hair, etc.  Cats are normally tidy and love to 

groom themselves.  They prefer to groom themselves at bedtime, or after a meal.  Often, cats will eat 

and then retire for a good grooming, followed by a nap.  Remember that by keeping your cat 

comfortable and safe, you are keeping your cat on your property, thus removing the rodents from it.  

Keep the cat close, by providing a comfortable clean bed in a high safe and quiet area, fresh clean water 

at all times, and food free from bugs like ants, yellow jackets and flies.  By not providing these 3 keys to 

survival and a good life – safety, food and water, and comfort --  your cat will quickly leave, and the 

rodents will return within a few weeks. 

 

Questions or concerns?   Call Becky (661) 245-3398 (land line so no texting), or email btrask@gotsky.com. 

 


